2022 IMPACT

64,978,029 CUPS OF CLEAN WATER PROVIDED

1,210,921 MEALS SERVED

261,664 HEALTH SERVICES PROVIDED

748,761 GOSPEL IMPRESSIONS MADE
Hope Clouds are Forming

Esi lives in a remote village in West Africa. She has not started school because her family cannot afford the fees. Her father works hard to farm the land with very little yield. Her mother takes day labor jobs to help feed the family, and any extra income goes toward trying to keep their small home standing. During heavy rain, Esi’s home is in danger of collapse. And in Esi’s community, truly clean water is not accessible.

But hope clouds are forming. Your partnership will help us reach Esi with a ministry center that will transform her community and very likely change the course of her life and her eternity.

Your impact will rain down, breaking cycles of generational poverty. Floods of opportunity through formal education, business and leadership skill development, and employment opportunities will heal dying communities. Clean water, nutritious food, and vital health services will wash over the suffering. Seeds of gospel truth will sprout in fertile hearts.

Together, we can help thousands like Esi not just survive, but flourish.
Lay of the Land

A deep, clean water well, a lush pitch for discipleship leagues, ample fields for agriculture, and more make up the site plan for a Vapor Ministries Center. Lives transform here. Souls find Jesus here. Cycles of poverty break here. This is where you leave your legacy.

Space to Lead

We believe in equipping locals to lead the effort to transform their community and lean on indigenous people to oversee all ministry activities and programs. Empowered locals with inherent leadership ability drive God-honoring service deep into their community. The admin building provides office and gathering space designed to increase efficiency and effectiveness of outreach. Group meeting spaces and individual offices are designed to strengthen our shared culture and provide focus for our mission. The admin building is essential infrastructure that intentionally supports a unified heartbeat that is shared throughout all center activities.
God has given us the vision to expand to less and unreached areas in West Africa. Join us in kicking off this part of our 10-year vision by sowing into our seventh hub of hope in Sokome Village.

**ESTIMATED COST**

$700,000
Sow Your Legacy

The investment you make in West Africa will impact lives today and souls for eternity all in the name of Jesus. We ask that you prayerfully consider partnering with us to leave a legacy for the good of the poor and lost and for the glory of God.

Please reach out with any questions. We look forward to meeting needs, feeding souls and elevating God with you.
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